
WRITING A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE RUBRICS

iRubric UCW: This rubric is to be used to assess a student's final copy of a newspaper article.. Free rubric builder and
assessment tools.

Grammar, spelling and punctuation are excellent. Editing and Improving The article was neither edited nor
improved. No title is given to the article. Writes with some creativity and originality using various aspects of
the story. The article contains many spelling errors. Paragraphs are clear, organized and flow in a logicalway.
Reporting Format The article is more like a short story and not journalistic. The article lacks coherence
Paragraphs are structured with limited effectiveness. Grammar, spelling and punctuation are good. Facts and
events are reported with some effectiveness. There are errors in grammar, spelling and punctuation, but the
work is understandable. They are realistic and informative. Writing Mechanics The article is vague and
unclear. When they forget, remind them how to write an article again with the following well-organized
rubric. There is some effectiveness in the organization and flow of the paragraphs. Style: The story contains an
interesting lead which hooks the reader. The article contains an opinion. Some fact s emerge, but there is not
much originality Quotations are somewhat effective and relevant. Very few details are included. Very few
facts evident. Paragraphs: The article contains short paragraphs that flow together. Language: Many of the
sentences are too long, run-ons, or fragments. Quotations are considerably effective and relevant. Quotations
used creatively to reveal facts and insights from people involved in the historical events Communication Sent
Structure, Punctuation, Word Usage wordiness, awkward, misplaced modifiers , Vocab. Facts emerge highly
insightfully, creatively, and succinctly. The article contains many grammatical errors. Very few active words
are used. The last paragraph does not end with a quote or catchy phrase that does not capture the true meaning
of the article. Demonstrates considerable knowledge of newspaper format: makes good use of inverted
pyramid format, lead, quotes, facts no opinions , etc. Writes an insightful and creative article using various
aspects of the story. Fair The article contains a lead but it is not interesting.


